
TeachingLive | Season 4 | Groups 2 and 3 | Week 3
TEACHING NOTES -
Monday 11th October 2021
‘What is Deep’ – based on a classic poem

Anything in red, you might find useful to think about/ prepare
before the session. Anything in blue, we would also like you
to read before the session.

Today’s Game – Things that are….
Warm up the imagination and get ideas buzzing with this
creative starter. The challenge is for the children to make rapid
lists of things that fall into 4 different categories:
Things that are heavy - Things that are frail- Things that are
cold - Things that are hot – Things that are shiny…

This model could be stuck into the children’s books just before
the session starts. If you do this, they should not use my ideas
but invent their own!

Things that are heavy
An elephant - A red London bus - A Mountain- A Blue
Whale’s stomach - A sack of bricks - A tree - Rain
clouds - An ocean’s waves- Silence- Time passing slowly
Sadness and being afraid of something

This could be played in pairs, threes or as a class together. If at
home, children could write a rapid list in their notebook. The
children will be given a set time limit to play the game. If they
dry up then they could start again with a different adjective.
David and Pie will model the game first.
The Objective – to practise creating interesting ideas that possess the same quality.
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Padlet – ‘Answering questions’

This poetry idea is based on a poem by Christina Rossetti who
lived over 100 years ago. On the padlets, we are going to
practise writing one line at a time that follows a specific poetry
question and list pattern. First, the children choose an
adjective. You could provide the bank of adjectives on the grid
below or prepare by brainstorming other adjectives before the
session.

heavy
large
small
thin
unhappy

fragile
shiny
dull
cold
silent

hot
easily lost
hopeful
unkind
cruel

pretty
memorable
empty
fast
lonely

The children choose an adjective, e.g. ‘small’ and then copy the
pattern and write:

What are small?

For the next line, they then think of two or three ideas and add
these on. Two ideas joined by ‘and’: -

What are small?

A sparrow’s beak and a baby’s first tooth.

If there are three ideas then after the first idea, a comma will
be needed:

What are small?

Dormice, grains of sand and sunlit dust.

Try to make each idea special to avoid a dull list. Here is a dull
list:

What are small?

Pebbles and grass.
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This could be more interesting by adding to each idea and
naming:

What are small?

Pebbles from Brighton beach and blades of grass in a

child’s hand.

Remind children about what they have been learning so far.
This might make a useful poster:
● Use accurate punctuation.
● Use concrete images and describe details.
● Use your senses - what you saw, heard, etc.
● Each word earns its place.
● No overwriting.
● Alliteration, similes and metaphors to build pictures.
● Personification to add atmosphere – the wind moans.
● Use detail and extend ideas.
● Name it – ‘Mr Jabbers’ not ‘the man’; ‘Kings Street’ not ‘

the road’.
● If you have a very young class or reluctant writers who

lack confidence, ideas could be co-constructed in pairs or
as a class and posted by the teacher.

The Objective: innovate on a given pattern; list ideas based on adjectival categories.

Children’s Audio – encourage children to listen carefully to
the reading as it was chosen because it was well written but
also because it was read aloud effectively. Later on, get the
class to discuss why they think the reading was chosen. Discuss
most effective images, ideas or turn of phrase and discuss why
it worked. During the performance, children should take notes
of any words, phrases or ideas that they thought were effective.
The Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on what makes good writing
and performance.
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Jotcast activity – ‘Question poem’
Pie will read aloud his model text. You may wish to stick the
model text below into their books.
Question Poem

What are loud? A thunderstorm and an angry voice.

What are quiet? A snail’s trail and a tear.

What are lonely? A single tree, a broken promise and a

whispered wish.

What are lonely? A robin’s song, a fallen friend and a

meal for one.

What are wide? Windows thrown open, the rolling seas

and a unaware yawn.

What are cold? A snowman’s heart, a homeless girl on a

winter night and a windswept mile.

Encourage the children to listen to any advice that Pie gives
during this session and to act on it. It might be worth jotting any
useful writing tips down. For instance, you make a character
seem real by thinking about how writing counter arguments or
justifying their viewpoints. Writing tips could be made into
writing posters or written in their journals. Some children may
build up sentence by sentence to a whole paragraph. Objective –

writing couplets which link imaginative ideas.

Gallery Challenge – Illustrate a question mark. You could
just produce a pattern. Or, create a design that includes some
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things that start with ‘q’ or suggest it, e.g. draw a glass of water
to ‘quench’ your thirst. Illustration by Lisa Tilbury.
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Blogging Activity – Write a free verse poem in couplets

The challenge is for the children to create couplets based on the
suggested question format. Below is Pie’s final model plus some
examples from St James, Chorley. These could be copied and
stuck in the children’s books.

Question Poem

What are loud? A baby’s cry, a foghorn’s call and an

airplane’s roar.

What are quiet? Snowflakes falling, an ant’s tiptoe and

leaves unfurling.

What are soft? Apple trees’ petals, silken shirts and

my cat Chichi’s fur.

What are hard? Train tracks, the struts of a pylon and

long division sums.

What are hot? Jalapeno peppers, dragon’s breath and a

stolen car.

What are cold? A slice of buttered pecan icecream

from the freezer, a snowman’s heart and a turned

shoulder.

What are smooth? Sleek hair, polished wood and an

unruffled sea.

What are rough? Stormy seas, an elephant’s back and

harsh words spoken.

Pie Corbett
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Examples written by children from Chorley St James in

Andrew Clarke’s class.

What are heavy? A Mountain and broken confidence.

What are light? A wedding ring and pride.

What are big? A rich man's mansion and a kind heart.

What are small? A mouse and a day.

What are hot? The son and an iron.

What are cold? Ice and an evil heart.

What are dry? A desert and a thirsty man’s throat.

By Freddie

What are light ? A feather and a cloud in the sky.

What are still ? A statue not even shaking and a star blinking

out of nowhere.

What are heavy ? A heart full of guilt and tears dripping from

your eyes.

What are sharp ? A pencil pointy as a knife and a heart broken.

What are hot ? Then sun and a fire spreading.

What are cold ? An iceberg about to crack and broken

confidence.
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What are bright ? A street light and a beam of light from the

creak of the door open.

What are loud ? A lion roaring and a struck of thunder.

By Aiza

What are deep? The ocean, the truth and hard thoughts.

What are fast? Angry wind, shining lights and life.

What are heavy? Sadness, a huge whale and broken hearts.

What are scary? Lies and the sound of furious shouting.

What are silent? Tears, a silent creeping mouse and calm wind.

What are still? Dried cement and the shining moon glowing to

earth.

By Arron

Because rhyme presents such a challenge, it is usually best to
let the class concentrate on their ideas. However, the original
poem by Rossetti did rhyme and this may worth trying.

What are

What are heavy?  sea-sand and sorrow:

What are brief?  to-day and tomorrow:

What are frail?  spring blossoms and youth:

What are deep?  the ocean and truth. 
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Christina Rossetti

Here is a simple way to build up writing in rhyme. The children
write one line first, e.g.

What is shiny? A lighthouse at night and a torch’s

beam.

Then they need to pause and think a possible rhyme. The first
idea that occurs to me is ‘dream’. Dreams are very ‘light’ so that
gives me the adjective for the next line, e.g.

What is light? An eagle’s feather and a baby’s dream.

I now have a couplet:

What is shiny? A lighthouse at night and a torch’s

beam.

What is light? An eagle’s feather and a baby’s dream.

Make it clear that if the children cannot think of a rhyme then
either don’t worry or change the word at the end of the first
line.

You may wish to stick the examples below plus the grid that
shows Pie’s analysis of his poem’s pattern into children’s
books just prior to the session.

What are

What are heavy?  sea-sand and sorrow:

What are brief?  to-day and tomorrow:

What are frail?  spring blossoms and youth:

What are deep?  the ocean and truth. 
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Christina Rossetti

Pie’s couplet The pattern
What are loud? A thunderstorm

and a rebel.

What are quiet? A snail’s trail and

a pebble.

● 2 brief ideas linked with ‘and’.
● 2 adjectives – ‘loud’ and ‘quiet’
● Simple rhyme – pebble/rebel.

What are lonely? A single tree, a

broken promise and a whispered

wish.

What are lonely? A robin’s song, a

fallen friend and a meal for one.

● 3 extended ideas linked with a
comma plus ‘and’.

● 1 adjective repeated – ‘lonely’.
● No rhyme used.

What are wide? Windows thrown

open, the rolling seas

and a clown’s smile.

What are cold? A snowman’s

heart, a homeless girl on a winter

night and a windswept mile.

● 3 extended ideas linked with a
comma plus ‘and’.

● 2 adjectives – ‘wide’ and ‘cold’
● Simple rhyme – smile/mile.

Objective – learning to write a patterned poem using couplets that may rhyme.
Type of Writing –  poetry writing using couplets

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times. They
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be
worked on in pairs or threes so that children develop their
performance.
Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom and at
home.  © Pie Corbett 2020
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Appendices

Here are three activities that may help deepen children’s
understanding about what works in writing.

1. Compare
This activity involves comparing two lines about the same thing
and deciding which line is most effective and why? It can be
helpful for the children to work in pairs, rank them in order and
then decide why they prefer their first one and how the
weakest could be improved.

Of course, there is no ‘right’ answer but the activity gets the
children thinking more deeply about ‘what works.

1. What are heavy ? A train wheel, a giant’s body and my Dad’s

metal music.

2. What are heavy? Earth’s core, a comet and an asteroid.

3. What are heavy? A Blue whale, tropical rain and a broken

heart.

4. What are heavy? Mars and guilt.
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2. Edit

This activity involves the children working on sentences and
editing them to improve.

What are delicate? A glorious, gorgeous, great glass, a

human, happy heart and an ancient, crisp autumn leaf.

What are frail? Someone’s hair and a bird’s wing.

What are light? Some light from a torch and a load of

shadows moving about.

What are quick? A dog as fast as a cheetah and

lightning striking.

Original idea Pie’s comments for the teacher
What are delicate? A glorious,

gorgeous, great glass, a human,

happy heart and an ancient, crisp

autumn leaf.

Trim it - overwritten – too many
adjectives that reduce the impact –
which one is the most effective or do
you need one at all?

What are frail? Someone’s hair

and a bird’s wing.

Name it – whose hair and what bird?
Possibly include an adjective or verb.

What are light? Some light from a

torch and a load of shadows

moving about.

Vagueness – some/load of/ moving. Try
using an adjective + powerful verbs.
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What are quick? A dog as fast as a

cheetah and lightning striking.

Name it -  ‘dog’ – get rid of cliché ‘fast as
cheetah’ & replace + more surprising
verb for lightning or simile.

3. Improve the rhyme

Which rhyming couplets below work best – which would you
change because you feel there is a ‘forced rhyme’ or the rhyme
is untrue? Is the rhythm right?
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What are heavy? The sun and the sea

What are light ? The breeze and a pea

What are still? The people that are ill

What are moving? My work improving .

What are heavy? A finger so numb.

What are light? Flares and the sun.

What are still? Rocks and trees

What are bright? Heavens and the breeze.

What are sharp? Knives and swords.

What are hot? Great, judging lords.

What are cold? Soft drifting snow.

What are frail? Your loves amazing show.

What are deep? Friendship and sorrow.

What are silent? Your hand aiming an arrow.

What are loud? You shouting my name.

What are dry? A candle’s dim flame.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom or at
home.  © Pie Corbett 2020
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